PURE PLEASURE.

'Teahouse' Captivates.Audience
With Sakini Leading The Way
by David Walker'
There are such things as enjoyable plays, and then there are
such things as enjoyable plays. Fortunately, for Eastern's audiences,
at any rate, "The Teahouse of the August Moon" is a most enjoyable
play. What's more refreshing is to see such a happy play.
From the moment Mr. Douglas Koertge, as Sakini, introduces
himself, the audience is captivated; the responsive audience is
tastefully guided by Sakini wtth a curved finger, gently jabbing
Life, Society and Bureaucracy.
THE MOST MEMORABLE line is "Pain makes man think; .
thought makes man wise; and wisdom makes life endurable." Mr.
Larry Hart admirably fulfills the role of Colonel Purdy III, "the son
of a son of a son," by carefully alloting the sputter and bluster
of an army colonel.
Without one word of English, Lotus Blossom, portrayed by
Miss Jerri Straka, convinced one that she is a delicate beauty,
schooled in the finely shaded graces of a first class geisha girl.
The expressiveness of the "germinating" Captain McLean, played by
Mr. Peter Cook, has one chuckling in spite of oneself.
Two more of the cast who deserve mention are Mr. John Steiglitz, as the Ancient Man, who obviously proves he "isn't dead yet" by
ogling the lovely Lotus Blossom, and Maynard the Goat, as Amy
Vanderbilt, who would drink nothing less than the 10 Star Brandy.
SPECIAL MERIT GOES to Miss Ann Smith for the costumes and
Mr. John Bielenberg for the sets. Miss Smith's accurate and colorful costumes are never more evidenced than at the formal opening
of tlie teahouse, which, incidentally, is one of the high points of the
play-where all are dr.awn into a regular sing-along in two different langu~ges but with the same shared enjoyment.
Mr. Bielenberg's sets show a great deal of ingenious preparation and meticulous attention to detail, in a representational manner. The stage assembly of the teahouse alone rates approval from
the audience-by 'the hands.
THE ONLY DRAWBACKS to this otherwi~e fine presentation
were a few technical distractions and a few overly broad expressions
and actions pushed upon the audience. All of which one hopes
will hereafter be corrected and remain forever nameless.
' Totally in pure pleasure, one is left with the warm sensation
of ha' ving experienced the August Moon.

